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ABSTRACT
AN EXAMINATION OF THE DYNAMICS OF A REAR-INFLOW JET ASSOCIATED WITH
AN IDEALIZED MESOSCALE CONVECTIVE SYSTEM
by
Caitlin Crossett
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2017
Under the Supervision of Professor Clark Evans

This study evaluates the main controls on the descent of the rear-inflow jet (RIJ), associated with
a mesoscale convective system (MCS), toward the surface. This study employs the Cloud Model
1 (CM1), release 18.3, to simulate idealized MCSs. The model has a horizontal grid spacing of 1
km with 100 vertical levels, and utilizes doubly periodic lateral boundary conditions. The
Morrison double-moment explicit moisture scheme is used and Coriolis accelerations are
ignored. To initiate convection, a 2 K warm bubble is applied over a limited subset of the
domain. Simulations in which the magnitude of vertical wind shear is perturbed, using base-state
substitution, are then considered to examine how the descent of the RIJ is impacted. It was found
that for greater magnitudes of 2.5 km vertical wind shear, the RIJ associated with the simulated
MCS is more elevated and stronger than with weaker wind shear over the same layer. This can
be attributed to better balance between the cold pool, line-normal vertical wind shear, and RIJ.
Future work includes extending the wind shear-RIJ phase space to include other magnitudes,
depths, and directions of wind shear as well as comparing this implementation of base-state
substitution to other applications.
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1. Introduction
The structure and maintenance of squall lines and mesoscale convective systems (MCSs)
have been extensively studied in the literature, and multiple theories exist for how they are
formed and maintained. Previous studies have identified common characteristics that are
typically associated with squall lines and MCSs. One such study, Houze et al. (1989), described
squall lines as being characterized by a region of intense convection at the leading edge of the
system, ascending front-to-rear flow over the gust front and leading line, a region of stratiform
rain which extends behind the leading convection, and descending rear inflow, indicative of the
rear-inflow jet (RIJ; Fig. 1). Based on its precipitation structure, the archetypal MCS shown in
Fig. 1 would be typified as a trailing stratiform MCS, following the classification scheme of
Parker and Johnson (2000). Parker and Johnson (2000) identified two other leading MCS modes
as leading stratiform and parallel stratiform MCSs. These two modes occur much less frequently,
each comprising only 19% of the total cases as compared to the 58% of cases that were classified
as the trailing stratiform type, and have also been less-studied. In addition to these three MCS
types, Schumacher and Johnson (2005) identified two other MCS modes: training line/adjoining
stratiform and backbuilding/quasi-stationary. The main differences between these five types of
MCSs are in their precipitation structures and/or propagation characteristics. Although multiple
MCS archetypes exist, this study focuses on the trailing-stratiform type of MCS, as it is the most
frequently occurring archetype.
To describe the maintenance of strong, long- lived squall lines, one of the most widelyaccepted theories was proposed by Rotunno et al. (1988, hereafter RKW; see also Weisman and
Rotunno 2004 and Bryan and Rotunno 2014). They showed that the sustenance of an organized
multicellular convective line was dependent on the extent to which the environmental low-level
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shear balanced the vertical circulation created by buoyancy gradients along the cold pool's
leading edge. An optimal state was said to be reached when the vertical circulation from the
environmental low-level shear exactly balanced that produced by the cold pool. This resulted in a
narrow line of intense convection associated with upright updrafts. As the system was
maintained, the strength of the cold pool produced by falling precipitation increased, in turn
strengthening its vertical circulation. As the cold pool circulation overwhelmed that produced by
the nominally spatially- and temporally-invariant environmental low-level wind shear, the
updrafts associated with the system began to tilt upshear and weaken.
As the system began to lean upshear, an area of negative perturbation pressure (relative to
the background environment) 2–5 km above ground level along the MCSs’ leading line formed
due to the vertical buoyancy gradient between the negatively-buoyant cold pool and positivelybuoyant, rearward-tilted updraft (Fig. 2). The horizontal perturbation pressure gradient force that
resulted from near-zero perturbation pressure behind the MCS to low perturbation pressure along
the MCSs’ leading line accelerated the flow from rear to front, effectively forming the RIJ. A
second, complementary explanation for RIJ formation follows from horizontal vorticity
arguments. Due to the continued outward spreading of the cold pool, positive horizontal vorticity
was created along its back edge. This positive horizontal vorticity was countered by negative
horizontal vorticity produced beneath the ascending front-to-rear current. The combination of
these two regions of horizontal vorticity led to rear-to-front flow behind the MCSs’ leading line
(Fig. 2). More recently, Bryan and Rotunno (2014) examined two-dimensional numerical
simulations of gravity currents in shear and successfully reproduced many aspects of the RKW
conceptual model. Most notably, they identified a simplified relationship between the depth of
the shear layer relative to the depth of the cold pool of 3/4. If this relationship is achieved, the
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updraft associated with the simulated system is upright as in the optimal state described by
RKW. This then showed that the optimal state as described by RKW is physically-possible
within the context of the Bryan and Rotunno (2014) highly idealized simulations.
Although “RKW theory” is one of the most widely accepted theories for MCS
maintenance, it does not come without criticism. Coniglio et al. (2012) argued that RKW theory
failed to account for the complexity of processes that maintain observed MCSs. By using a case
study of the 8 May 2009 derecho, they illustrated that the interaction between the lowest 3 km of
vertical wind shear and the cold pool may not be the primary factor that controls MCS structure
and maintenance, but rather the vertical wind shear over deeper layers that may have a more
significant impact, especially for more complex MCS environments (Coniglio et al. 2012).
Due to the dependence of MCS longevity on the low-level vertical wind shear, it is no
surprise that this low-level shear also impacts MCS organization. In idealized numerical
simulations, Weisman et al. (1988) found that the component of shear perpendicular to the squall
line with magnitudes of 17.5 to 25 m s-1, confined to the lowest 2.5 km AGL, resulted in the
simulated squall lines reaching the “optimal condition” (for the specific thermodynamic profile
considered) as described by RKW. Using the same thermodynamic profile for the simulations
allowed for the maximum amount of buoyancy that could be realized by updrafts along the
leading line to be controlled. RIJ strength in these simulations increased with an increase in the
magnitude and depth of the shear. In a similar study, Fovell and Ogura (1989) varied the linear,
unidirectional, low-level vertical wind shear (below 2.5 km AGL) from 5 to 30 m s-1 in
numerically-simulated multicell storms. They found that storm organization increased as the
low-level vertical wind shear increased. The increase in low-level shear was also accompanied
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by an increase in RIJ strength. Fovell and Ogura (1989) hypothesized that this may have been
due to the RIJ helping to “prop-up” the leading line updraft, leading to system intensification.
In addition to the effects of vertical wind shear on RIJ strength, different thermodynamic
profiles can also have substantial effects. Weisman (1992) found that as the amount of surfacebased convective available potential energy (CAPE) increased, so did the strength of the
resulting RIJ. The thermodynamic profile controlled the maximum amount of buoyancy that
could be realized by a parcel in terms of lifting at the leading edge within the updraft and the
amount of cooling within the downdraft (Weisman 1992). The subsequent interaction between
the circulations produced by the vertical wind shear and thermodynamic profiles influenced the
balance, or lack thereof, between the two competing circulations which, in turn, impacted the
structure and maintenance of a given MCS (Weisman 1992). Therefore, while the
thermodynamic profile constrained the available buoyancy, the balance between the ambient
vertical wind shear and the cold-pool-generated circulation controlled how much of that
available buoyancy was realized.
Weisman (1992) explained the mechanisms of RIJ location relative to the surface using
horizontal vorticity arguments. In weaker vertical wind shear simulations, the buoyancy-driven
circulation within the cold pool overwhelmed that produced by the low-level shear. As the
circulation along the front edge of the cold pool became stronger, due to the increasing strength
of the cold pool and the addition of the horizontal circulation produced by the RIJ, the system
was tilted further upshear and resulted in weaker lifting along the leading edge. This allowed
rear-to-front flow to accelerate across the cold pool toward the surface (Fig. 3a). In stronger
shear simulations, the RIJ remained elevated over the cold pool due to the addition of horizontal
vorticity from the RIJ, which in turn counteracted what would have been an overwhelming
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circulation along the cold pool’s leading edge (Weisman 1992; Fig. 3b). The relative strength of
these circulations determined whether the RIJ would remain elevated or descend towards the
surface.
The importance of whether the RIJ descended or remained elevated not only had to do
with the potential for near-surface damaging winds, but also on the longevity and strength of the
system as a whole. The formation of an elevated RIJ typically allowed for a longer-lived system
(Weisman 1992; Weisman 1993). The elevated RIJ produced a circulation of the same sign as
that produced by the low-level wind shear along the system’s leading edge. This new circulation
promoted the upright orientation of the updraft, or the “optimal state” as discussed by RKW and
hypothesized by Fovell and Ogura (1989), thereby allowing the system to persist (Fig. 3b).
While the role of elevated RIJs on the longevity and strength of a system has been wellestablished, the corresponding role of a descending RIJ are less well-understood. Weisman
(1992) shows that a descending RIJ produced a circulation of the same sign as the cold pool. The
addition of these two circulations act to tilt the system further upshear, resulting in verticallytilted updrafts and weaker lifting along the leading edge of the outward-spreading cold pool (Fig.
3a). Lafore and Moncrief (1989) make two arguments for and against the Weisman (1992) point
of view. If RIJ subsidence was too strong, there could be a reduction or lowering of the RIJinduced circulation, which in turn could decrease the ability of the system to release convective
instability. In the Weisman (1992, 1993) perspective, the lowering of this RIJ-induced
circulation would strengthen the circulation counter to that of the sign associated with the
environmental vertical wind shear, therefore reducing the strength of this updraft and its ability
to realize buoyancy. On the other hand, the air current produced by a descending RIJ could
follow the cold pool as it intersected the surface, enhancing convergence along the gust front and
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thus potentially triggering new convection along the cold pool’s leading edge. Observational
studies have also noted this variability in the impact of RIJs on convective system evolution
(Chong et al. 1987; Smull and Houze 1987; Ogura and Liou 1980; Rutledge et al. 1988; Houze et
al. 1989).
More recently, Xu et al. (2015) have proposed another mechanism that may be
responsible for RIJ descent. In a bow echo simulation, using real data from the 8 May 2009
derecho event, they showed that RIJ descent was due to a localized pressure gradient force that
developed between pressure perturbations associated with both decelerating rear-to-front flow
and a mesovortex present near the surface along the bow echo’s leading edge. The mesovortex
was associated with a negative pressure perturbation near the surface, whereas at ~3.5 km AGL
immediately to the west of this mesovortex, decelerating rear-to-front flow was associated with a
positive pressure perturbation as the RIJ intersected the updrafts along the leading line. The
resulting localized perturbation pressure gradient lead to a primarily downward-directed
perturbation pressure gradient force, which forced the RIJ locally downward to the surface (Xu
et al. 2015).
It is the focus of this study to determine the main controls on when a RIJ associated with
an idealized trailing-stratiform MCS will descend toward the surface. These controls will be
analyzed by altering vertical wind profiles within idealized MCS simulations. From these
sensitivity studies, it is our hope that new information can be gained on the main controls on RIJ
descent and more generally the latter stages of MCS evolution. We hypothesize that for
simulations with increased values of low-level shear, the RIJ will stay elevated longer. This is
because the stronger low-level shear in addition to the RIJ, in theory, would be countered by a
stronger cold pool and associated buoyancy-gradient-induced circulation at the leading edge,
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acting to oppose the circulation induced by the cold pool, increasing the amount of buoyancy that
can be realized (Weisman 1992). As the low-level shear is decreased, such as may be observed
with the nocturnal veering and weakening of the low-level jet in the central United States
(Bonner 1968; Coniglio et al. 2010), we hypothesize that the RIJ will be forced to descend
towards the surface. Without the stronger shear acting along with the RIJ to counter the
circulation along the leading edge of the cold pool, the cold pool buoyancy-induced circulation
dominates and the RIJ descends towards the surface, further throwing the system out of balance
(e.g., the “optimal” state).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and methods
used to evaluate the research question and test the hypothesis stated above. Section 3 describes
results and puts them into the context of previous work. Finally, section 4 synthesizes the results
and provides ideas for future work.
2. Data and Methods
All simulations in this study were run using the Cloud Model, version 1 (CM1; Bryan and
Fritsch 2002). The domain size was 800 x 680 with 1 km horizontal grid spacing with doubly
periodic lateral boundary conditions. There were 100 vertical levels, with vertical grid spacing
ranging from 100 m near the surface to 400 m near the model top at 25 km and a Rayleigh
damping zone within the top 5 km of the model. A free slip condition was applied to the surface
and the Coriolis force was turned off. The Morrison double-moment scheme was used to
parameterize microphysical processes. Convection was initialized using a 2 K warm bubble,
added to the initial conditions, that had a 10 km radius in the x-y direction and a 1.4 km radius in
the z-direction. The bubble was placed 150 km from the left edge of the domain in the xdirection, was centered in the y-direction, and was centered at an altitude of 2 km. The initial
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base state thermodynamic sounding used was derived from Weisman and Klemp (1982) with a
constant planetary boundary layer mixing ratio of 14 g kg-1 (Fig. 4). The vertical wind shear in
the profile included 15 m s-1 of westerly shear over the lowest 2.5 km, increasing linearly from 0
m s-1 at the surface to 15 m s-1 from the west at 2.5 km above ground level, with constant 15 m s1

westerly winds above 2.5 km. Similar wind shear profiles were used in RKW, Weisman (1992),

and Bryan and Rotunno (2014).
To examine how vertical wind shear magnitude impacts RIJ descent, three simulations
were run with varying amounts of wind shear. The first 3 h of all simulations are identical, as
environmental modifications are only made beyond this time. Convection initiates 20 min into
the simulation and grows upscale into a linear convective system through 1 h 30 min into the
simulation (Figs. 5a,b). From 1 h 30 min through 3 h of the simulation, the linear convective
system begins to resemble an archetypical trailing-stratiform MCS structure (Parker and Johnson
2000), with a leading line of convection and weaker convection behind the leading line, as its
cold pool intensifies and interacts with the environmental shear (Figs. 5b,c). Weisman (1992)
quantified the balance, or lack thereof, between the low-level line-normal environmental vertical
wind shear (Δu), cold pool intensity (C or Cj), and the RIJ (Δuj), as shown in the following
%
equation. Other variables include: 𝑢",$
, the magnitude of the u-wind at the height of the cold
%
pool within the cold pool; and 𝑢",&
, the magnitude of the u-wind at the surface within the cold

pool.
%
%
Δ𝑢% = 𝐶 % − ∆𝑢,% ≡ 𝐶,% 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ∆𝑢,% ≡ 𝑢",$
− 𝑢",&

This equation relates the magnitude of the line-normal vertical wind shear and strength of the RIJ
(if it has formed) to a metric for cold pool strength. A ratio is then formed by the following:
𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒: 𝐶, =
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𝐶 % − ∆𝑢,%

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑏𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠:

𝐶,
∆𝑢

A ratio of one describes the “optimal” state presented in RKW. If the system is in an “optimal
state,” then the horizontal vorticity associated with the cold pool exactly balances that of the RIJ
and environmental vertical wind shear. A ratio greater than one is associated with a system that
has upshear-tilted updrafts. In this case, the circulation produced by the cold pool dominates that
produced by the environmental vertical wind shear and RIJ, tilting the updrafts along the leading
line upshear over the cold pool. A ratio less than one is associated with a system with
downshear-tilted updrafts. In this case, the circulations produced by the environmental vertical
wind shear and RIJ overwhelms that produced by the cold pool, tilting the leading-line updrafts
downshear.
Attendant with this MCS at 3 h is a RIJ atop the system’s cold pool, indicated by the
faster westerly zonal wind below 4 km behind the leading line, and front-to-rear flow at even
higher elevations as indicated by the white shading (Fig. 5d). The front-to-rear flow can be
viewed as a prerequisite for the development of the rear-to-front flow of the RIJ beneath it, in the
manner as described by RKW and summarized in Section 1 above. Both features illustrate that
this idealized MCS is entering its mature state as rear-to-front flow is accelerated atop the cold
pool.
The resulting environment after 3 h was then altered to examine how temporally-varying
low-level wind shear impacts RIJ development and evolution. This was done using a technique
called base-state substitution (BSS; Letkewicz et al. 2013). BSS is a technique that allows a
model to run for a specified duration with a homogeneous base-state environment before
stopping execution, modifying the background environment, and restarting the simulation. BSS
attempts to mimic a storm moving into a new environment without modifying storm-
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environment gradient magnitudes and/or their associated circulations. This technique also allows
a user to test how an identical storm will respond to, rather than develop in, different
environments (Letkewicz et al. 2013).
In implementing BSS within a model, Letkewicz et al. (2013) describe two ways that the
environmental changes can be made: instantly or gradually. Instant BSS allows a storm to be
immediately subjected to a new environment, meaning that in theory the evolving storm is a
result of the environmental variation that was just made. It does this without slowly
accumulating differences when a storm is gradually subjected to a new environment. The second
option for employing BSS is gradual. Gradual BSS incorporates the new environmental profile
over multiple frequent model restarts where only fractional environmental changes are added at
each step. This type of BSS is most accurately used when simulating an observed environment
where the actual near-storm tendencies are known (Letkewicz et al. 2013).
Previous studies that have used BSS have primarily applied it to study supercell
thunderstorms (Coffer and Parker 2015; Davenport and Parker 2015). Coffer and Parker (2015)
studied the response in low-level supercell thunderstorm structures to changes in the 0–1 km, 0–
3 km, and 0–6 km wind shear over time. This study employed gradual BSS, in which the model
was stopped every 6 min over the course of an hour as shear changes were made at each restart.
The shear changes in their study were drawn from ten vertical profiles that were linearly
interpolated in time between three observed vertical profiles. Through this linear interpolation
the magnitude of the vertical wind shear gradually increased over the simulation time (no
changes to the vertical wind shear direction were made), with the precise magnitude increase
depending on the case study and the associated inflow vertical profile. The supercell with larger
environmental low-level shear was more organized and exhibited stronger vertical vorticity at
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low levels as compared to its lower-shear counterpart. The results from this study imply that the
low-level vertical wind shear magnitude is a useful tornado forecasting tool due to the
strengthening of the associated mesocyclone as low-level shear magnitude increases (Coffer and
Parker 2015).
Davenport and Parker (2015) examined the effects that different thermodynamic and
shear profiles have on the evolution of a supercell thunderstorm. In their study, gradual BSS was
used to introduce soundings from two observed environments: one in which a supercell
weakened and one in which a supercell dissipated. The environment was altered every 5 min
over either a 35 min period to introduce the “weakening” environment sounding or 95 min
period to introduce the “dissipation” environment sounding. To quantify the effects on the
simulated supercell of how changing the wind profile, thermodynamic profile, or both in tandem,
multiple experiments were conducted. Experiments included only changing the wind profile,
only changing the thermodynamic profile, or changing both at the same time. By altering these
environmental profiles, it was found that not only was storm evolution altered, but the
mechanisms by which the storm was maintained also changed. For example, altering the
environmental wind profile changed the buoyancy realized within the supercell’s updraft and,
therefore, the simulated supercell’s lifecycle. Additionally, introducing low-level cooling
resulted in quick supercell dissipation (Davenport and Parker 2015). However, generalizations
from these two studies are difficult considering the high sensitivity of a supercell thunderstorm’s
response to changes in the environmental vertical wind shear and/or thermodynamic profiles.
In addition to the instant versus gradual BSS applications, two different approaches can
be used when applying BSS: selective and non-selective. Selective BSS excludes some part of
the model domain, typically based on an environmental threshold, and does not alter the
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environmental variables at those points. Instead, only the points that do not meet the specified
environmental condition are changed. The chosen environmental condition is typically one that
indicates the modification of the environment by the storm. Non-selective BSS changes the
chosen environmental variables at all model grid points independent of any environmental
conditions. Both Coffer and Parker (2015) and Davenport and Parker (2015) used the nonselective BSS application. The value in using two different BSS implementations is two-fold: it
not only allows one to see how gradients between the system and the environment around it
impact development, but it also allows for examination of how the results vary as a function of
what the system itself directly “feels,” or experiences, as environmental modifications are made.
One study that utilized both selective and non-selective BSS changes to the domain was
Parker (2008). The main goal of this study was to determine the dynamics of the transition of a
squall line from being surface-based to elevated as the environment becomes more stable due to
the addition of low-level cooling. To do this, Parker (2008) utilized two techniques to artificially
introduce low-level cooling: set the temperature at all grid points below 1 km AGL to the
minimum between a defined reference temperature or the temperature of that grid point, akin to
selective BSS, or decrease the temperature of all grid points below 1 km AGL regardless of their
current temperature, akin to non-selective BSS. Low-level cooling was applied to one of three
different soundings: a convection sounding (Weisman and Klemp 1982), the mean mid-latitude
MCS sounding of Parker and Johnson (2004; PJ04), or an MCS sounding with a deeper moist
layer from Parker and Johnson (2004; DEEP). When compared to selective BSS simulations, the
non-selective BSS simulations, using the DEEP sounding, resulted in weaker updrafts and the
system becoming elevated much more quickly. The PJ04 non-selective sounding simulations
dissipated before the full simulation was complete, which was two full hours before the
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corresponding selective BSS simulation (Parker 2008). Generally, the squall lines in the selective
BSS simulations stronger and longer-lived than their non-selective counterparts.
As stated previously, the main goal of this work was to determine the effects of changing
low-level vertical wind shear on RIJ development and evolution with an idealized MCS. Gradual
and selective BSS was used to make the wind shear modifications, where incremental
modifications to the domain or environment were made every 1 min over the course of an hour.
This gradual/select implementation was employed to mimic the strengthening and subsequent
weakening and veering of the nocturnal low-level jet (LLJ), frequently associated with MCSs
and their formation (Bonner 1968; Coniglio et al. 2010).
In this study, three simulations were conducted to explore a portion of the vertical wind
shear-related phase space of RIJ development and, in particular, subsequent evolution. This
phase space explores the variations in the magnitude of low-level line-normal wind shear
typically associated with variations in nocturnal LLJ intensity. The first simulation was termed
the control simulation (CTL). In CTL, no environmental modifications to the shear profile were
made, and the model was run for 8 h using the base-state sounding with no perturbations. In the
remaining simulations, the low-level vertical wind shear magnitude within the vicinity of the
idealized MCSs was altered by first (for all simulations) increasing the shear, to mimic the
strengthening LLJ during the overnight hours, and then (in selected simulations) by decreasing
the shear, to mimic the weakening LLJ toward the local morning hours. In one simulation, the 0–
2.5 km vertical wind shear magnitude was increased from 15 to 20 m s-1 over an hour starting 3 h
into the simulation (hereafter INC). Environmental changes were made starting 3 h into the
simulation to allow for the initial MCS and accompanying RIJ to develop and mature. In the
other simulation, the vertical wind shear magnitude was increased from 15 to 20 m s-1 over an
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hour starting 3 h into the simulation, as in INC, and then decreased to 5 m s-1 over an hour
starting 5 h into the simulation (hereafter DEC5). The vertical wind shear magnitude was altered
beginning 5 h into the simulation to allow for the simulated MCS to adjust to the vertical wind
shear magnitude alterations made at earlier forecast times.
For all simulations, environmental modifications were made using the selective BSS
implementation. The selective BSS approach determined all points that had a non-negative
perturbation potential temperature at the lowest model level, ultimately selecting the
environment around the MCS, and applied the environmental shear alterations to the full vertical
wind profiles at only those points. By not altering points with a negative perturbation potential
temperature, convectively-overturned air associated with the simulated MCS’s cold pool is
effectively not changed. This approach left system-scale structures in place and therefore only
altered the environment around the system, including gradients between the storm and its
surrounding environment. As the simulations in this study only address a small subset of the
shear phase-space, and only utilize selective BSS, future work incudes expanding the range of
vertical wind shear magnitudes and directions considered as well as evaluating comparison
simulations conducted using non-selective BSS.
3. Results
As described above, a mature MCS with associated RIJ formed and intensified in all
three simulations within the first 3 h. As environmental vertical wind shear changes were made
to two of the simulations, the evolution of the system as a whole and, more specifically, the RIJ
was altered. These sensitivities of the simulated MCS and associated RIJ to the environmental
wind shear are explored in the following.
a. Initial response to increased low-level line-normal vertical wind shear magnitude
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Between hours 3 and 5, both INC and DEC5 simulations were identical since the same
magnitude of vertical wind shear was added to each simulation between 3–4 h. Thus, for the rest
of this section, only results from INC are presented. The vertical wind shear magnitude in INC
and DEC5 were increased by 0.082 m s-1 (over the 0–2.5 km layer) every 1 min from 3 to 4 h.
Therefore, by 4 h the vertical wind shear magnitude over the lowest 2.5 km in these simulations
was 20 m s-1. The INC simulation was compared to the CTL simulation because the CTL
simulation provided a benchmark to which the sensitivity simulations could be compared. The
CTL simulation maintained 15 m s-1 of environmental shear over the entire simulation time. Fig.
6 shows the simulated composite reflectivity for both CTL and INC from 3 h 30 min to 4 h 30
min. For all times considered, the MCS in INC was more organized than its CTL counterpart.
For example, at 4 h 30 min the leading line in CTL was marked by individual convective cells
which extended symmetrically from the MCS’s central axis, whereas in INC a contiguous
leading line existed, resembling a stronger linear system (Figs. 6e,f).
When comparing vertical cross sections of the u-component of the wind at 4 h, both the
CTL and INC simulations were qualitatively similar (Fig. 7a,b). Subtle quantitative differences
in the u and w-components of the wind between the CTL and INC simulations are evident in Fig.
7c. First, the environmental wind profile modifications ahead of the simulated MCS are evident,
as illustrated by the area of positive u-wind shading indicative of the larger vertical wind shear
magnitudes in INC. Secondly, the RIJ in INC was generally stronger and at higher altitudes than
in CTL. Both simulated RIJs were elevated above the surface, as the environmental vertical wind
shear could effectively balance the strength of the cold pool (Fig. 7). The stronger, more elevated
RIJ in INC can be explained by three mechanisms. First, the region of negative perturbation
pressure in INC was deeper, and of a greater magnitude than that in CTL (Fig. 8). This deeper
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negative pressure perturbation, and the implied perturbation pressure gradient force produced
between it and the near zero pressure perturbation behind it in INC would result in larger frontto-rear acceleration atop the cold pool over a deeper layer than in CTL, meaning that the stronger
RIJ would be more elevated over the surface in INC (Figs. 7–9). Secondly, the cold pool depth is
greater in INC than CTL, particularly behind the cold pool’s leading edge (Fig. 9). This results in
a greater vertical extent to the horizontal vorticity circulation on the back edge of the cold pool,
elevating the height at which it acts in concert with the front-to-rear ascending flow to result in a
more elevated RIJ. Thirdly, the deeper cold pool in INC leads to an increased altitude at which
the horizontal vorticity circulations with the cold pool and front-to-rear flow are located, also
promoting a more elevated RIJ.
At 4 h, the perturbation potential temperature fields in both simulations were very similar
in overall structure but slightly differed in intensity (Fig. 9a,b). As noted above, the cold pool in
the INC simulations was not only stronger at the back edge of the cold pool, but also
immediately behind the leading edge of the system, as illustrated by the negative differences
within 10 km rearward of the leading edge (Fig. 9c). A filament of positive potential temperature
difference between the simulations extending from 2.5–3 km AGL through 10 km AGL was colocated with the leading line (Fig. 9c). Higher potential temperature in this region in the INC
simulations may indicate a stronger, more upright updraft. This may be because the deeper cold
pool in the increased shear simulations could in effect allow for deeper lifting right along the
leading edge, due to the better balance between cold pool lifting and environmental shear/RIJ
lifting, and in effect could realize more buoyancy within the environment (e.g., less negatively
affected by entrainment). The higher perturbation potential temperatures within the updraft and
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stronger cold pool in INC implies that as more buoyancy is realized, greater hydrometeor
production occurs and strengthens and deepens the cold pool relative to CTL.
b. Continued response to increased vertical wind shear magnitude (t = 4–5 h)
Through 5 h, both the INC and DEC5 simulations remain identical. Thus, for simplicity,
only the results from INC are compared to CTL. The increased shear simulations are stronger
than the CTL simulation at 5 h (Fig. 10). The stronger line-normal component of the vertical
wind shear along the quasi-zonally-oriented ends of the bowing leading-line in INC lead to a
more expansive system through enhanced lifting promoting convective redevelopment in those
regions as compared to in CTL (Fig. 10).
Fig. 11a,b shows the magnitude of the u-component of the wind at 5 h for CTL and INC.
The stronger shear within INC could help to explain why the RIJ in the increased shear
simulations was stronger and more elevated above ground-level as compared to the CTL
simulation (Fig. 11). Looking at the stronger shear in conjunction with perturbation potential
temperatures, yields the same result as one-hour prior, where there is deeper lifting right along
the leading edge of the cold pool in the increased shear simulations as compared to the weaker
shear and shallower cold pool dichotomy in the CTL simulation (Figs. 11, 12). Quantifying the
balance of each system shows that the increased shear simulations have a balance criteria equal
to 1.15, and the CTL simulations balance is equal to 0.99. Although the CTL is closer to optimal
balance than is the increased shear simulation, the deeper cold pool in INC could help to result in
a more upright leading edge given a vertical wind shear depth of 2.5 km (i.e., approximately ¾ of
the cold pool depth; see also Bryan and Rotunno 2014), rather than the wave break-like structure
in CTL.
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The more elevated nature of the RIJ associated with the increased shear simulations can
also be explained by examining perturbation pressure fields (Fig. 13). Both simulations have
similar depths of negative perturbation pressure above the positive cold pool perturbation
pressure, but the increased shear simulation has larger positive pressure perturbation within the
cold pool (Fig. 13). The stronger positive pressure perturbation could result from a stronger cold
pool as the perturbation pressure is proportional to -dB/dz (with buoyancy, B, used as a measure
of cold pool strength), given that this gradient is stronger in the stronger cold pool. An implied
stronger upward-directed perturbation pressure gradient force from the positive pressure
perturbation within the cold pool to the negative pressure perturbation directly above it, can more
effectively elevate the RIJ in the increased shear simulations as compared to CTL (Fig. 13). The
other causes for the elevation of the RIJ are the same as described in subsection (a).
The expectation of more upright updrafts in the increased shear simulations are supported
by the higher perturbation potential temperature in those simulations in the updraft region, in
addition to within a region of secondary lift ~15 km rearward of the leading line (Fig. 12). More
upright updrafts allow parcels to realize more buoyancy throughout the profile as compared to
updrafts that have tilted over the cold pool. This is illustrated within the stronger updrafts in the
increased shear simulations as well as in addition to the much warmer perturbation potential
temperatures in the front-to-rear flow aloft behind the leading edge in the increased shear
simulations as compared to CTL, both of which imply that the increased shear simulations have
greater realized buoyancy (Fig. 12).
c. Initial response to reduced vertical wind shear magnitude (t = 5–5.5 h)
Beyond 5 h, the INC and DEC5 simulations no longer have identical environmental lowlevel vertical wind shear profiles. The 0–2.5 km vertical wind shear magnitudes at 5.5 h for the
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INC, CTL, and DEC5 simulations are 20, 15, and 12.50 m s-1 respectively, as the vertical wind
shear magnitude in DEC5 was decreased by 0.25 m s-1 every 1 min. At this time, differences
between the INC and DEC5 simulation are difficult to identify within the composite reflectivity
field (Fig. 10e,f), and each are still considerably stronger and of greater spatial extent than the
CTL simulation.
The RIJs in both INC and DEC5 are more elevated, and are associated with faster wind
speeds, as compared to the simulated RIJ in CTL (Fig. 14a-c). The rear-to-front flow within the
cold pool is stronger in CTL than in INC or DEC5 right near to the surface, as indicated by the
region of negative shading below 1 km AGL (Fig. 14d,e). The descent of the CTL RIJ toward the
surface more than the INC RIJ can be explained using the balance condition, which is closest to
one for INC (1.26 compared to 1.53 for CTL). The balance condition in DEC5 was 1.92 meaning
that the MCS in DEC5 is starting to become unbalanced. The fact that the CTL simulation is in
better balance than DEC5, but has a more descended RIJ may be because the cold pool
associated with the CTL system is shallower and weaker in magnitude along the surface than
DEC5 (Fig. 15a-e). The weaker cold pool in addition to the weaker positive pressure
perturbations within that cold pool do not allow for as high of an elevation of the RIJ above the
surface in CTL (Figs. 14,15). Finally, as was seen 30 min prior, there is warmer perturbation
potential temperature along the leading edge in INC and DEC5 relative to CTL, possibly
associated with stronger leading-line lifting and therefore more positively-buoyant parcels in the
updraft region (Fig. 15d,e).
Comparing INC and DEC5 clearly shows the stronger environmental shear within the
INC simulation by the large region of positive wind differences ahead of the leading line (Fig.
14f). INC has a much stronger updraft around 2–3.5 km AGL as compared to DEC5. As the
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DEC5 system becomes more unbalanced, the updrafts associated with the MCS begin to tilt
upshear, weaken, and become located increasingly rearward of the cold pool’s leading edge,
whereas the updrafts associated with the INC system are more upright (Figs. 14f, 15f). The INC
simulation also has warmer perturbation potential temperatures in this same region when
compared to DEC5 (Fig. 15f). As discussed in the previous paragraph, the DEC5 simulation is
quickly becoming unbalanced and therefore its updrafts begin to tilt upshear, and in theory are
not able to release as much buoyancy as a more upright updraft could. The better balance
between the cold pool, RIJ, and environment in INC, in addition to the deeper cold pool at the
leading edge of the system that better balances the environmental vertical wind shear depth,
allow for more upright lifting along the leading edge (Fig. 15f). The overall weakening and
unbalance of the DEC5 MCS can be attributed to a weakening of the perturbation pressure
gradient associated with the system (Fig. 16c). The weakening of the perturbation pressure
gradient is presumably due to weakened lifting which leads to reduced realized buoyancy,
weakened rear inflow and in turn furthered weakened lifting. This positive feedback cycle
reduces forcing for rear-to-front accelerations (characterizing the RIJ), over time, which acts to
throw the whole system out of balance.
d. Continued response to reduced line-normal vertical wind shear magnitude (t ≥ 6 h)
At 6 h, the last environmental wind profile modifications are made. Once the changes are
integrated forward in time, the environmental 0–2.5 km vertical wind shear magnitude in all
simulations ranges from 5 m s-1 in DEC5 to 15 m s-1 in CTL and 20 m s-1 in INC. At this time,
the DEC5 MCS is clearly outflow-dominant, as illustrated by the numerous isolated but
comparatively weak convective cells that have formed along the leading line (Fig. 17c). The
CTL MCS (Fig. 17a) still exhibits a reasonable balance between the shear, cold pool, and jet to
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keep the system from being outflow dominant and for the cold pool to spread outward, with a
balance condition value of 1.38. By contrast, that for DEC5 is 4.79 at this time. As with 30 min
prior, the INC system (Fig. 17b) has the best balance with a value of 1.27. The simulations with
greater shear still have appreciable ground-level ambient flow opposing the cold pool’s motion
to keep it from spreading out and leading to an outflow-dominant system with weak lifting along
its leading edge.
The effect on the RIJ of the decreased environmental vertical wind shear can be seen in
Fig. 18. Relative RIJ strength ranged from 39 m s-1 in INC to 31 m s-1 in DEC5 (Fig. 18b,c). The
RIJ associated with DEC5 has also descended to where it is intersecting the surface along and
behind the leading line (Fig. 18c), as associated with a significant reduction in cold pool depth
(but not intensity; Fig. 19c) and weakening of the perturbation pressure gradient (Fig. 20c). The
INC simulation had a stronger horizontal perturbation pressure gradient than CTL atop the cold
pool (Fig. 20a,b), promoting a faster RIJ. The DEC5 simulation had faster zonal velocity right
along the leading edge of the system, when compared to both INC and CTL, possibly indicative
of the rush of air associated with the gust front with DEC5 (Fig. 18e,f). The weaker
environmental vertical wind shear in DEC5 could not balance the circulation produced by the
cold pool as easily and therefore updrafts tilt upshear, the RIJ descends towards the surface, and
the system itself becomes weaker (Fig. 18).
At this time, the CTL simulation exhibited the deepest region of negative perturbation
potential temperature (indicative of the cold pool) as compared to both INC and DEC5, which
had more expansive but shallower cold pools (Fig. 19a-c). The larger lateral extent of the cold
pools in INC and DEC5 can be seen in the large region of negative perturbation potential
temperatures extending behind grid-point ~540 (Fig. 19d,e). Finally, the comparison between
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INC and DEC5 shows that the INC system has a stronger, more upright updraft than the DEC5
system, as the latter was becoming unbalanced and outflow-dominant very quickly (Fig. 19f).
4. Discussion and Future Work
This study showed that the magnitude of the environmental wind shear has a significant
effect on the lifecycle of simulated MCSs and their RIJs. Simulations in which the wind shear
was increased exhibited a stronger, more elevated RIJ. The more elevated RIJ results from three
main mechanisms posed in the results. First, the better balance between the environmental
vertical wind shear, cold pool strength, and RIJ lead to stronger perturbation pressure gradients.
The stronger perturbation pressure gradients lead to a stronger RIJ, associated with stronger
realized buoyancy by leading-line updrafts, or equivalently, stronger horizontal vorticity
circulations associated with stronger ascending front-to-rear flow and a stronger cold pool. As
the environmental vertical wind shear was decreased, the initially-elevated RIJ weakened
substantially and descended towards the surface. Without the stronger environmental vertical
wind shear to maintain system balance, the MCS quickly started to become outflow-dominant as
the buoyancy-driven circulation along the cold pool’s leading edge of the cold pool dominated
and resulted in its downstream acceleration. The unbalanced system resulted in upshear-tilted
updrafts that could no longer realize as much buoyancy as their upright counterparts, resulting in
an overall weakening of new convective development along the leading line. The juxtaposition
of the increased shear case and the decreased shear case matches that within the idealized
schematics presented in Weisman (1992; his Fig. 15) for the elevated and descending rear inflow
jet cases, respectively.
The relative lack of significant differences between CTL and INC as compared to those
seen in DEC5 is possibly due to the fact that the CTL and INC simulations are very close in
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structure and environmental characteristics. The CTL and INC simulations at t > 5 h fall either
within or just below the optimal shear range as described in Weisman et al. (1988), resulting in
quasi-balanced systems, whereas the DEC5 simulation falls well outside of this range, resulting
in an entirely different structure. For example, both CTL and INC exhibit a deeper cold pool
(beyond 5 h), more elevated RIJ, and more balanced system overall when compared to DEC5.
The relative magnitude of the vertical wind shear in comparison to the strength of each systems
cold pool in CTL and INC is sufficient to keep the system in balance. Although the cold pool in
CTL is weaker than INC, the shear is also weaker which allows for comparable system balance.
As the shear in the DEC5 simulation was increased, as in INC, the stronger shear allowed for
better balance and therefore possibly more hydrometeor fallout into the cold pool. The larger
number of hydrometeors in turn aid to strengthen the cold pool. As the environmental shear is
later decreased in the DEC5 simulation, the still-intense cold pool quickly overwhelms the
environment, throwing the system out of balance, leading to a weakening and descent of the RIJ.
The present study represents only a portion of the environmental variability that must be
considered to fully understand environmental controls on RIJ descent. Many simplifications have
been made within the numerical model to help elucidate the salient dynamics of RIJ descent.
Future work should seek to extend the results by considering a non-zero Coriolis force, non-zero
friction, and horizontally-heterogeneous base state (e.g., either with small random perturbations
to the initial conditions or using real-data case studies) to see how including more complexity
into the model implementation would impact the results. The perturbation pressure analyses
shown in this study are computed from the base state. To more fully diagnose system-level
responses to the changing environmental wind shear this perturbation pressure field should be
decomposed into its buoyant and dynamical components. Only a limited range of vertical wind
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shear magnitudes, and only unidirectional vertical wind shear over the 0–2.5 km layer, have been
tested in this study. Future work should include testing a wider range of vertical wind shear
magnitudes, depths, and directions. This will ensure the realistic simulation of the wide range of
possible variations of the LLJ and related attributes of the ambient environments in which
observed MCSs form and evolve. Further, thermodynamic profile variations were not addressed
in this study, including those associated with using different base-state soundings and, in a BSS
context, those associated with the transition to nighttime and accompanied increasing boundary
layer stability. Completing simulations where low-level cooling is added (as in Parker 2008), for
example, and/or conducting simulations in which both thermodynamic and vertical wind shear
profiles are changed could allow for greater generalization of the results. Finally, future work
should include altering how BSS is implemented, including select versus non-select BSS. Both
implementations have been used in previous literature, but only Parker (2008) has compared the
structure and morphology differences of squall lines when using each implementation.
Preliminary tests using non-select BSS for the cases considered herein indicate similar, but more
rapid, MCS evolution in the face of both increased and decreased vertical wind shear magnitude.
Additional simulations and more comprehensive analysis should be undertaken to better
understand how BSS impacts simulated MCS evolution and, potentially, what exactly a storm
system “feels” as the environment around and/or within it changes.
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5. Figures

Figure 1: Conceptual model of a squall line with a trailing stratiform area viewed in a vertical
cross section oriented perpendicular to the convective line (i.e., parallel to its motion). From
Houze et al. (1989; their Fig. 1).
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P’ > 0

P’ < 0

Figure 2: Conceptual model of RIJ formation. Both arguments described within the text are
shown here: pressure perturbation and circulation arguments.
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Figure 3: A conceptual model of the mature structure of a long-lived squall-line-type convective
system for (a) a system with an initially descending rear-inflow jet and (b) a system with an
initially elevated rear-inflow jet. The updraft current is denoted by the thick, double-lined flow
vector, while the rear-inflow current is denoted by the thick, dashed flow vector. The shading
denotes the surface cold pool. The thin, circular arrows depict the most significant sources of
horizontal vorticity, which are either associated with the ambient shear or which are generated
within the convective system, as described in the text. Regions of lighter or heavier rainfall are
indicated by the more sparsely or densely packed vertical lines, respectively. The scalloped line
denotes the outline of the cloud. From Weisman (1992; their Fig. 23).
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Figure 4: Skew T diagram depicting temperature and moisture profile used in model
experiments (heavy solid lines). Heavy dashed line represents a parcel ascent from the surface
based on a surface mixing ratio qvo = 14 g kg-1 (used in the current study as initial condition).
Heavy dotted lines represent similar parcel ascents for qvo = 11 g kg-1 and qvo = 16 g kg-1. Tilted
solid lines are isotherms, short dashed lines are dry adiabats, and long dashed lines are moist
adiabats. From Weisman and Klemp (1982; their Fig. 1).
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a.

30 min

b.

1 h 30 min

c.

3h

d.

3h

Figure 5: Composite reflectivity (dBZ; shaded) for the simulated MCS at (a) 30 min, (b) 1 h 30
min, and (c) 3 h into the simulation. (d) The u-component of the wind (m s-1; shaded), and the u
and w-components of the wind (kt; barbs; w-component scaled by *10) at 3 h into the
simulation.
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a.

3 h 30 min

d.

3 h 30 min

b.

4h

e.

4h

c.

4 h 30 min

f.

4 h 30 min

Figure 6: Composite reflectivity and the 2.5 km wind (kt; barbs) for the CTL simulation (left),
and the INC simulation (right) at (a, b) 3 h 30 min, (c, d) 4 h, and (e, f) 4 h 30 min.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 7: t = 4 h. Cross-section of the u-component of the wind (m/s, shaded), and stormrelative u and w-components of the wind (kt; barbs; w-component scaled by *10), for (a) CTL,
(b) INC, and (c) Difference between INC and CTL. The grid of CTL was shifted so that the
simulated leading lines were in the same location and differences are exclusively due to system
structure and not position.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 8: As in Fig. 7, except pressure perturbation from the initial state (Pa, shaded).
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 9: As in Fig. 7, except potential temperature perturbation from the initial state (K,
shaded).
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a.

5h

d.

5 h 30 min

b.

5h

e.

5 h 30 min

c.

5h

f.

5 h 30 min

Figure 10: Composite reflectivity (shaded, dBz) and 2.5 km winds (barbs, kt) at t = 5 h for (a)
CTL, (b) INC, and (c) DEC5, (d-f) as in (a-c), except at t = 5 h 30 min.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 11: As in Fig. 7, except at t = 5 h.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 12: As in Fig. 9, except at t = 5 h.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 13: As in Fig. 8, except at t = 5 h.
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a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

Figure 14: t = 5.5 h. Cross-section of the u-component of the wind (m/s, shaded), and stormrelative u and w-components of the wind (kt, barbs). (a) CTL, (b) INC and (c) DEC5. (d)
Difference between INC and CTL, (e) Difference between DEC5 and CTL, and (f) Difference
between INC and DEC5. For all plots, the grids were shifted so that the leading lines were in the
same location.
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a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

Figure 15: As in Fig. 14, except potential temperature perturbation from the initial state (K,
shaded).
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d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

Figure 16: As in Fig. 14, except pressure perturbation from the initial state (Pa, shaded).
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a.

6h

d.

6 h 30 min

b.

6h

e.

6 h 30 min

c.

6h

f.

6 h 30 min

Figure 17: Composite reflectivity (shaded, dBz) and 2.5 km winds (barbs, kt) at t = 6 h for (a)
CTL, (b) INC, and (c) DEC5, (d-f) as in (a-c), except at t = 6 h 30 min.
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d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

Figure 18: As in Fig. 14, except at t = 6 h.
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a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

Figure 19: As in Fig. 15, except at t = 6 h.
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a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

Figure 20: As in Fig. 16, except at t = 6 h.
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